Brown Announces Final Bookstore Study Result

Editors:

The Committee's report, which has been distributed among the faculty, students, and administrative personnel, is available for your review. The committee was charged with the ongoing responsibility of assessing the bookstore's general policies and operations.

For some time now the Committee's members have been considering how to improve the quality of the bookstore in terms of the size and diversity of its book stock; how to introduce equity into its pricing policy; and how to introduce stability into the bookstore's general policies and operations.

In the interests of improving the situation, the Committee has recommended, and the faculty have approved, the following resolutions:

1. That, in the interests of equity, the student discount be abolished as of July 1, 1969.
2. That the subsidy to ASCIT be continued; and that, to be fair to the graduate students, part of the profits be granted as a subsidy to the new Graduate Student Council.
3. That, so as to have a first-rate bookstore, consistent with

Brown

Proposals should be about 1,000 words in length, include biographical information, and set forth a tentative budget.

Hurry, Please

Because of the exceptionally short time available for development of a proposal, the Committee reserves the right to make no awards for this summer and defer all, or part of the funds for use at a later date. However, we feel it to be better to have a competition even if under somewhat less than ideal conditions than to forestall the possibility of any Travel Prize at all in 1969.

We urge interested, eligible students to discuss potential proposals with any of the members of the Committee, who are Professors Munger (Co-Chairman), Gilbert, Hall, Leighton, Owen, Vreeland, Wayland and Richards, (Co-Chairman), The Travel Prize sum of $5,000 was raised through the diligent efforts of Mr. Fred Mints of the Development Office. The names of the donors may be announced later.

Eruption

(Continued from page 2)
Eruption
(Continued from page 1)
I have definite evidence that this student protest is being planned and financed by the Communists." When it was pointed out to him that it was a farce, and not a student protest he said, "In that case I have definite evidence that this folly protest is being planned and financed by the Communists."

Governor Day Gun immediately called in the National Guard and ordered the whole campus sprayed with C.A. tear gas. This was done for several hours before the Guard realized that by mistake they were on the Ambassador College Campus. A spokesman for the College, Mr. Gutes Ted Hamstring, well known feature writer for "The Plain Speak" made the following statement: "I cannot agree with (Continued on page 4)

Professors Houselist!
In the fine tradition of the Houselist, we present you a compilation of choosen comments from the faculty:

G. London—"There's a piece in H. 109 if I can get it from the guy in there. (Later) He's using it.

E. Hendrick—"If you're standing still and you have a wind velocity coming toward you, it appears different if you're moving!"

R. Feynman—"Duh... I'm weak in the brain.

C. DePrima—"If you write down a differential equation, you've got to be pretty stupid to help one you can solve!

"It's going to infinity like a bat out of hell."

"And in the days before computers, people went wild.

R. Vogt—"Now, of course, when you get to that point you don't know already, by now..."

"Grades are a pile of crap."

J. Wiener—Contrary to my main trust, I won't go into this now." I want to be unfair."

R. Sherwood—"I realize this is unsatisfying, but it fits together in a nice way."

This creates a stimulated emission."

"The answer to how small is small is not very small at all."

"I, myself, could not be bothered to learn the subject.

"Here goes. Physics works!
"If I were God... looking at the earth..."

"Realization—The howl of wind among the trees Is only the shedding of vortices..."

"I think it's possible this thing got screwed."

Feeling frustrated? Sadistic? Impotent? In need of taking out your petty animosity on somebody who (maybe) won't fight back?

Consider employment with

B&G

Instant Fulfillment!

New $22 million housing complex to be built by B&G.

Opportunity to:

— Subvert the U. S. Science Program through manifold incompetencies.

— Become rich overnight through billing system.

— Drive down Pasadena property values by driving the Institute into bankruptcy.

— Demagnetise Booth computing center, with only a rake, an electric cart, and a radiation badge.

— Quick-freeze 200 new frosh in their first lecture in 22 Gates, or 50 in any subsequent lecture.

— Learn how to wire Citran to flush all heads on campus simultaneously.

— Write stupid ads like this.

Use B&G as a stepping stone to other vocations:

Music — Learn the arts of 7 AM ruke turning and electric cart transmission forking.

Penology — Learn how to trap unruly students inside campus buildings through judicious use of sprinkling system.

Grad School — Learn how to consume prodigious amounts of coffee, shine shoes on table tops, and spend years doing nothing but preparing to supervise others following in your footsteps.

Plumbing — Learn how to create and maintain the famous B&G hot and cold running lights.

Sculpting — Learn modern formalist techniques while on job assignments.

Government work — Learn how to construct immoveable bureaucracies overnight. (case work with ASCIT Research Center provided on request!)

Developing ideas for phoque-talent under B&G's expert tutelage!

Our motto: The difficult we screw up immediately, the impossible takes a little longer.

Interviewers on campus — every day.

— L. T. Stuper, B&G's new head.

Excellent opportunity for experienced, phoque-talent under B&G's expert tutelage!

Our motto: The difficult we screw up immediately, the impossible takes a little longer.

Interviewers on campus — every day.

— L. T. Stuper, B&G's new head.

Yorsy Glows
In Seven Term Election Triumph
by Nicodemus Rust
The following is a transcript of a press conference held in the city of Los Diablos last week following the runoff victory of seven-term mayor, Samuel Otto Biggott.

"And now, direct to you from city hall, or "In the background, music wells up that sounds like a cross between the Tonight Show theme and "Hail to the Chief."

As the canned applause dies down, Mayor Biggott prepares to speak."

Richly Deserved
"Gentlemen of the press, I'm sure that you all have many questions to ask about my recent, richly deserved victory in the election, and so I will only accept those questions. I will also require you to state the name of your newspaper, wire service, or call letters, in order to guarantee that no one from that hippie radio station tries to pull a fast one. All first question."

"House Papers. Mr. Mayor, did it come as any surprise to you that you won, even after all of those polls showed you to be behind?"

"No, not really. I know that when the chips are down, the good voters of Los Diablos would vote for me over my dirty, commune, foreign-instigated opponent. Also, I had the support of much of the news media, including the newspapers founded by that fine man, J. Random Hearse."

"The Times. Mr. Mayor, do you have any immediate plans to do anything about all of the corruption which has become your city administration for the past 28 years?"

"Greasy "If your publisher, Otis Greasy, hadn't been so intent on making headlines for the public he would never have been benefited by it. Why, they would hardly notice the few million dollars that, oh, disappeared each year. I do, however, feel that my re-election is a mandate of the people to continue to do my best for the city."

"Copol News Service. What are your current plans concerning crime in the streets of Los Diablos?"

"Well, I, personally, feel that it should be kept in the privacy of buildings. I am doing my part for rehabilitation. Why, I've already promised those poor convicted criminals their freedom when they get out of prison."

"Star Independent Press. Mr. Mayor, do you have any immediate plans to do anything about charges that your opponent made about dirty campaigns?"

"Shoot to Kill"
"If he couldn't stand a little heat, he shouldn't have started a fire. Little joke there. Actually, I only campaigned in my usual style. And anyway, it was his first speech, he started all of the nasty jokes about my name and initials. Just because I told the people that he was a dirty militiamen-un-American com­ mune was no reason for him to get nasty. After all, he did block my city council motion to authorize the police to shoot to kill in misdemeanor cases, which is what he is against law and order."

"Radio KRDL. Mr. Mayor, what about charges that you divided the city on racial and ethnic grounds with your campaign?"

Malicious Rumors
"Let me just add that by saying that such malicious rumors were spread by my opponent in order to stir up the inferi­ or, or rather, the non-white sections of the community, and incite them to violence. I might have known that your station would ask that sort of question."

Home Brew: Kills what's inside of you.

— C&G

Willis Critiques TECH

The Editors:
The May 15th Issue of the California Tech must set a new low in volume and intelligence...and any other material that is indicative only of ignorance, which cannot be glossed over by the label of 'humor' or anything else.

I trust that the editors of the Tech, in their headlong rush toward 'enthusiasm', will not continue to insult the intelligence of the student body. I do, however, commend the Tech a suitable receptacle for such garbage.

Richard Willis
Blacker House
Evolution Disproved; Subhumans Found

The celebrated Darwin theory of evolution may not be right after all, according to Nobel prize winning biologist Dr. J. B. Haldane, who has produced a fresh volume on the subject titled "Theory of Sensibility." Dr. Haldane bases his statement on his studies of near-human species.

Dr. Haldane first became interested in the study of evolutionary genetics when he studied the concentration of a subhuman species named "celebrity Tarzan" in the middle of the state known as Ohio. In a recent interview, Dr. Haldane said that his primary task was to determine whether or not these species are actually capable of evolving through the aid of the "missing link" species, or a downward development from man himself.

Apes or Toads?

"A great deal of further study, much of it of an interdisciplinary nature, is needed to determine whether or not this is really the case," Dr. Haldane said. "We have yet to determine which is the correct origin of man and whether or not man is a subhuman species." Whether they have survived through the aid of other subhuman groups in other parts of the world, Dr. Haldane concludes that there are two possible sources for these subhuman species—a previously existing non-human animal (perhaps a never discovered species of "missing link" species), or a downward development from man himself.

Haldane suggests that the sale was a consequence of problems in the development program. "It just seemed like nobody was giving any money," said Dr. Arnold O. Benedict, "and I don't think we can afford to just put up the building every two years with the profits from the undergraduates. Besides, all these students are starting to expect us to do something for them. So when this offer came up, we decided to jump at the chance to get rid of this pain in the m—" Mr. Benedict is reportedly returning to Florida to heal the recent upward spiral in tuition costs.

Duck is one of several financiers who are reportedly moving into the college area specialization. This movement is supposedly being heralded from the recent upward spiral in tuition costs.

Bearing in mind the recent upward spiral in tuition costs, Mr. Benedict is reportedly returning to Florida to heal the recent upward spiral in tuition costs.

Future

"So perhaps we should have bought this at all," the editor of the Daily News told his staff last week. "It was an irresistible investment." So perhaps we should have bought this at all," the editor of the Daily News told his staff last week. "It was an irresistible investment."
They said it couldn't happen here, and yet only last week the whole student body recoiled as violence struck the Caltech campus, in a manner strangely reminiscent of the recent Detroit fires, as at Berkeley. In a way which has become only too familiar on the Nation's campuses during the past year, a small disagreement was escalated by both sides into a full scale confrontation. The actual cause of the disturbance was a small piece of land in the center of the campus which had been taken over by a small band of faculty extremists and was being used as a parking lot. This was the so-called People's Parking Lot. In an effort to assert its authority over the plot of land, the administration last week evicted all the faculty cars from the lot and built a high fence around it. The fence immediately covered the lot and made it impossible to park one's vehicle there. One faculty dissident painted a sign on the fence saying "Harold Brown is faculty too." President Brown, in a gesture of goodwill, moved the fence a bit further away from the cars and thus accomplished what he had been trying to do all along.

It was the so-called People's Parking Lot Committee that demanded the return of the land and called for a ban on all vehicles. But the administration remained firm and the administration's stand was upheld. The faculty immediately covered the fence with slogans. One faculty dissident printed a sign on the fence saying "Harold Brown is faculty too." President Brown, in a gesture of goodwill, moved the fence a bit further away from the cars and thus accomplished what he had been trying to do all along.

In an effort to combat the administration's stand, the radical faculty leaders formed a committee to coordinate their action. This was the so-called People's Parking Lot Committee. They demanded the return of the land and called for a ban on all lec-

tures to begin June 31st if their demand was not met. In the meantime, they opened another People's Parking Lot in another part of the campus by parking their cars on a nearby soccer field.

President Brown explained at a hastily arranged news conference that the vast majority of the faculty were peaceful and law-abiding and that the trouble was caused by a small group of extremists, the so-called "flower faculty." Students were generally sympathetic with the faculty position although most of them expressed the feeling that they "did not wish to get involved in anything like this." A typical reaction was given by Mark Erroos, head of the recently formed Student Committee on Faculty Violence who was quoted as saying, "There is a great deal of disorganization in the movement stirring our faculty. The majority of them are competent and hard working and give good grades. It's only the minority who give bad grades and resort to violence." He emphasized that the faculty were seeking involvement and relevance in the community and that this was a very hopeful sign for the Nation's future. He also emphasized the conviction that they would soon grow out of this violent phase and in the meantime he was sure that the students would show patience and understanding. "One of the aims of the committee is to seek out possible faculty grievances and bring them to the administration's attention before violence has a chance to erupt," he said. He cited the recent faculty demands for the admission of more minority faculty and a program for the study of faculty culture.

Mark explained that much had already been done to meet legitimate faculty demands. For example, the faculty had been granted representation on many committees on Campus; indeed, some of them already had equal representation with the administration.

The ingenious instrument is played like a slide trombone.